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The Industry's First Ergonomically

Designed Sealed Combustion Boiler.

Lexington Series gas-fired, direct-ventlsealed
combustion boilers combine outstanding performance
and efficiency in an easy-to-install and service
design. .

outside air for combustion to reduce

heating costs and provide safe,
dependable operation. We call it the
Lexington ...you'll call it revolutionary.

More Cast Iron Means Better Performance

The cast iron sections of the Lexington Series boiler have thicker walls and up to 30%
more cast iron than competitive boilers. Benefits include superior heat transfer and
heat retention, quiet performance and 86% AFUE -backed by a Lifetime Warranty.*

Installation Flexibility
Installation features are designed to fit
the floor plan of any home. Lexington
boilers feature left or right side vent/gas
connections, down fire design for increased
efficiency and easy conversion from natural
gas to propane. And at just 33" high
and as small as 13-1/2" wide, Lexington
boilers pack big heating performance in
a space-saving footprint.

Service Features Designed For Contractors, By Contractors
Lexington boilers owe their service-friendly features to the input of hundreds of
heating contractors who install and service boilers everyday. No wonder then, that
the Lexington's service and troubleshooting features are unsurpassed. Front and top
panels simply slide off to expose major components located at the top of the boiler,
including burner assembly and combustion air fan. Quick-Iatch panel clips provide
no-tool access to the combustion chamber and flue collector. You can actually stand
up comfortably to wire and work on the Lexington with no bending or lying down.
A built-in, self-diagnostic controller enhances troubleshooting.

Greater Selection
Lexington boilers are available from 70 -200 MBH, the widest range of any boiler
in its class, to maximize efficiency without oversizing. There's a Lexington model
to satisfy the heating needs of any type and size home.

*See warranty sratement for complete details



Stand-Up Service Design

Slide-off front and top panels provide easy access to all major
components located conveniently at the top of the boiler.

SAVING THE EARTH, SAVING YOUR MONEY.



CSA Certified heating capacity ratings from 70,00G- 200,000 BTU/HR
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In the interest of product improvement, we reserve
the right to make changes without notice.
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.A MESTEK COMPANY

Westcast, Inc., 260 North Elm Street, Westfield, MA 01085

(413) 562-9631 .FAX: (413) 562-3799

www.smithboiler.com


